. ooTFD contains information represented in TFD but also allows the representation of containment, composite, and interaction relationships between transcription factor polypeptides. ooTFD is designed to represent information about all transcription factors, both eukaryotic and prokaryotic, basal as well as regulatory factors, and multiprotein complexes as well as monomers. ooTFD and associated tools and services can be accessed at http://www.isbi.net/ TFD (Transcription Factors Database), initially designed as a relational database (1), has now been implemented as an object-oriented database. ooTFD, the object-oriented version of TFD, has, in addition to the data structures that make up relational TFD (hereinafter referred to as rTFD), data structures that permit the representation of containment and composite relationships. These types of relationships are an important aspect of the molecular entities that play a role in the transcription of DNA to RNA, and the development of database representations for relationships of this nature makes possible a richer framework for the performing of biologically meaningful queries against the base of information in the field of transcription factors and gene expression today.
TFD (Transcription Factors Database), initially designed as a relational database (1) , has now been implemented as an object-oriented database. ooTFD, the object-oriented version of TFD, has, in addition to the data structures that make up relational TFD (hereinafter referred to as rTFD), data structures that permit the representation of containment and composite relationships. These types of relationships are an important aspect of the molecular entities that play a role in the transcription of DNA to RNA, and the development of database representations for relationships of this nature makes possible a richer framework for the performing of biologically meaningful queries against the base of information in the field of transcription factors and gene expression today.
In the Sites segment of this database, which has been used to derive sequence datasets for DNA binding site sequence analyses, there are currently 5189 entries. Sites objects in ooTFD have a similar structure to entries into the Sites table of rTFD, except that attributes which can have multiple entries are associated with those entries as a list of sub-objects (i.e., as in the case of multiple references for a single site). A subset of the Sites object class, referred to as Tfsites, is available in formats compatible with public domain and commercial sequence analysis packages. Sites information is also available in ooTFD in matrix representations, as instances of the siteProfiles object class, and is also available in formats accessible to profile-searching sequence analysis software, as well as in an ASN.1 representation. There are currently 457 siteProfile entries, of which one example is shown here (Fig. 1) . In addition there are also 15 domainProfile entries, whose contents have been described elsewhere (2) and can be used with previously described profile searching sequence analysis tools (3) . ooTFD has other data structures as well (Names, Ligands) for information which is unrepresented in relational TFD. Names is a data structure which contains representation format. This matrix is derived from AP-1 sequences in rTFD 7.6, and converted to a log-odds matrix based on the distribution of nucleotides in the site (as detailed in the nucDistribs attribute). (B) A representation of the profile presented in (A) as a 3D field of cones. This representation is a variation on the graphical profiles representation previously used to represent DNA binding domain profiles (2) . Above the graphical profile is the corresponding sequence motif consensus (TGAGTCA). The dataset of siteProfiles is available in formats readable by profile-searching sequence analysis tools at ftp://darcy.bu. edu/pub/ profiles/ A B information regarding the acronym derivations of transcription factor names, and there are currently 959 instances of transcription factor names in ooTFD. Ligands contains information pertaining to small molecules which are components of signaling pathways that modulate the activity of particular transcription factors changes in the numbers of entries between rTFD 7.6 and ooTFD 1.0 are shown in Table 1 . Furthermore, the following object structures are present in ooTFD which are designed primarily for the purposes of description of sub-object, containment and interaction relationships: pepComponent, pepSpecificity, facComponent, bindingActivity, subsite, dnaComponent, simplesite, subScomplex, scomplex, recComplex, binds, interacts, contact, aaComponent, baseComponent, partofDomain, partofSite, partofProtein. As an example, Figure 2 Domains and Polypeptides segments of the database have been used to produce a FASTA-and BLAST-compatible dataset file Tfdaa98 which is available at the NCBI repository ftp server (ftp://ncbi.nlm.nih. gov/repository/tfd/datasets/). In addition to the representation of the composite relationship aspect of transcription factor information, ooTFD also allows objects that represent the molecular features of DNA-protein, and other types of ligand-protein interactions, such as the nucleotide to amino acid side chain contacts which determine the recognition specificities of DNAbinding domains. Additional information associated with the molecular entities represented in ooTFD can be retrieved by queries against the MIRAGE (Molecular Informatics Resource for the Analysis of Gene Expression) database server which is currently in development and will become accessible at http://www.isbi.net/ through a Java-enabled web browser. Since ooTFD is based on the object-oriented paradigm for data representation and management, it is intrinsically suited to distributed computing and facile linking to other databases which deal with this area of biology (4, 5) . ooTFD has thus far been implemented in two object-oriented database management systems, Rol (Rule-based object language, ref. 6) and Mood (Materials object-oriented database, ref. 7) , the details of which will be described elsewhere. Mood is a database management system especially designed for representing materials science data, and is adaptable for the representation of other types of scientific information. Publicly available Mood servers (at tomten.sdsc.edu and mbcrr.harvard.edu) allow access to ooTFD through Mood client software (available from ftp://mood.mech. tohoku.ac.jp/pub/mood/mood-sx/ ) running on X-windows workstations. By providing improved capabilities for representing and structuring the complex information that are an essential aspect of transcription factor biology, ooTFD may serve as one component in systems designed to reliably retrieve scientific knowledge from transcription factor information.
